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and Stresemann carried on with another minority cabinet; it fell
in five months on a domestic issue. Marx and Stresemann carried
on again with yet another. These were the days of the Geneva
deadlock, days when the Stresemann foreign policy was not yet
out of the wood., for of that unfortunate incident its critics made
all the capital they could, and of the "idyll of Thoiry," where
his private conversations with Briand gave the impulsive Strese-
mann far too optimistic hopes—as his opponents were never tired
of rubbing in every time that Franco-German relations did not
go too smoothly—of a genuine Franco-German co-operation
which would ultimately transform the whole political situation
in Europe. The admission to the League was an immense relief
to the German foreign minister. It was the one undeniable
tangible evidence of the triumph of his policy; and the triumph
was admitted by the nation. A year before he had had to escape
angry crowds at a Berlin terminus; his return from Geneva was
made the occasion for a great demonstration of grateful pride
that must have done his sensitive heart good. The Nationalists
read the signs of the times. Unless they acted quickly they would
find themselves in a political wilderness of their own making, left
to watch Stresemann, and perhaps his party as well, in a Left
—a Locarno—coalition working out an agreed social programme
that would strike at their vital interests. The prospect was remote,
but where vital interests were concerned the Nationalists were
always extremely acute. They were nearly too late after all. Strese-
mann rebuffed with unexpected acerbity their overtures for a
Right coalition—they conveniently forgot they had already wrecked
two—an acerbity which they found the more disconcerting as
the foreign minister so obviously enjoyed a change from the
policy of presenting the other cheek. Things were at their most
delicate state and the future uncertain when a trifling incident
blew up in a violent thunderstorm that cleared the air. The
Reichswehr chief, Seeckt, criticized on insufficient knowledge
by the Left for permitting a Hohenzollern prince to take part
in Reichswehr manoeuvres, resigned his post (October 1926).
The Nationalists, roused by exulting French comment, made the
matter a question of foreign policy which it was not; the Demo-

